The main result of this paper is a modified completeness theorem of KAT, the equational logic for Kleene algebra with tests. This completeness theorem gives an effective reduction of a term reducibility problem to a membership problem of regular languages. In this paper, based on this reduction, we also show that a certain term reducibility problem is decidable.
Our Contribution Continuing this line of investigations of decision problems, the present paper studies the decidability of existentially quantified equational formulas ∃q ∈ P.(p = q) in KAT with P being a fixed collection of terms. The problem is to decide if there exists q ∈ P such that KAT p = q for a given p. When such q ∈ P exists, we say that p is reducible to the class P. Also we refer to the problem as the term reducibility problem, writing as KAT ∃q ∈ P.(p = q). This form of decision problem arises naturally in connection with program optimizations in particular. In program optimization, one is concerned with whether a program p of interest can be refined to another program q that satisfies some fixed criterion (e.g. has PTIME complexity or uses bounded resources), keeping the equivalence of programs. The decision problem of the formula ∃q ∈ P.(p = q) concerns the existence of such an equivalent program that satisfies an intended criterion (i.e. the membership in the class P). Finding an equivalent program q for a given program p from a restricted class of programs is a crucial step in KAT-based studies of program optimizations such as [2, 7] . In the present paper, we discuss the decidability of the existence of a desired equivalent program and develop its decision method.
The method of this paper follows the tradition of the algebraic decision methods in combinatorics of regular languages. The key step of this decision method is pseudo-identity-based characterizations of combinatorial properties of regular languages ( §3). In order to apply the method to term reducibility problems, however, we need to prove a new completeness theorem of KAT ( §4). This theorem plays a central role in the reduction of term reducibility problems to combinatorial problems of regular languages, to which the pseudo-identitybased method is applicable. Based on this reduction, we also study an instance of term reducibility problems and show its decidability ( §5).
Related work
As far as completeness of KAT is concerned, there is a related achievement due to Kozen and Smith [5] . Despite of this achievement, we shall present our completeness theorem, because there is a certain technical problem on the relation between Kozen and Smith's completeness theorem and the pseudo-identity-based decision method.
In [5] , Kozen and Smith have shown that KAT is deductively complete with respect to a model of KAT, denoted G Σ,B , consisting of regular sets of guarded strings. This completeness theorem shows that there is a term interpretation p → G(p) that assigns effectively to each term p a regular set G(p) ∈ G Σ,B of guarded strings in such a manner that G(p) = G(q) if and only if KAT p = q. This theorem provided a counterpart to the well-known completeness theorem of KA: For any regular expressions p and q, R(p) = R(q) if and only if KA p = q, where R(p) is the standard interpretation of the regular expression p as a regular language. In model-theoretic words, G Σ,B is a free Kleene algebra with tests generated over Σ and B (where B is the extended alphabet of KAT representing tests) in the same way that the algebra R Σ of regular languages over an alphabet Σ is a free Kleene algebra generated over Σ.
Technically speaking, G Σ,B is given as a subclass of R Σ∪B∪B simply because regular sets of guarded strings are defined as a certain type of regular languages over an alphabet of the form Σ ∪ B ∪B. Due to the completeness of KAT with respect to G Σ,B , the term reducibility problem KAT ∃q ∈ P.(p = q) is equivalent to the decision problem of the membership G(p) ∈ G(P). Thus, if one could find a decision method for the membership problem in the class G(P) ⊆ R Σ∪B∪B of regular languages (i.e. a method of deciding whether or not L ∈ G(P) for L ∈ R Σ∪B∪B ), then it would follow that KAT ∃q ∈ P.(p = q) is decidable.
Characterizations of membership by pseudo identities provide a systematic decision method for this type of decision problem. Schützenberger's theorem [12] is a pioneering result in this direction, from which it follows that the membership problem in the class SF of star-free languages is decidable: A regular language L is said to be star-free if there exists an extended regular expression q that contains no Kleene star and L = R(q). Schützenberger proved that a regular language L is star-free if and only if its syntactic monoid M (L) satisfies the identity
, which is attached canonically to each language L and is finite if and only if L is regular. Since the multiplication table of M (L) is calculable from a regular language L and the equational formula above is decidable by searching the table, it is decidable if a regular language L is star-free (i.e. L ∈ SF ). The key of this decidability proof is that the membership in SF is characterized by the identity x ω = x ω+1 of syntactic monoids. When a class V of regular languages has such characterizing identities, we say that V is definable by the identities. So far, several decidability results of membership problems were established in a similar way, including the decidabilities for locally testable languages [13] and piecewise testable languages [14] .
However, in a sharp contrast to this line, G Σ,B is not definable by any set of pseudo identities when it is regarded as a subclass of R Σ∪B∪B , as shown in §3. Even worse, every non-trivial subclass V ⊆ G Σ,B is not definable by any set of pseudo identities. In particular, for any class P of terms, the subclass G(P) ⊆ G Σ,B is not definable. This undefinability implies that it is essentially impossible to apply the above pseudo-identity-based argument to the decision problem KAT ∃q ∈ P.(p = q).
The source of this undefinability is that the class G Σ,B is not closed under quotients by finite strings. More specifically, residuals of a guarded string fail to be guarded strings in general.
To remedy this technical issue caused by the undefinability, we introduce the notion of weakly guarded strings that relaxes the definition of guarded strings. While in guarded strings test symbols (i.e. letters in B ∪B) must occur in a definite order and cannot appear twice adjacently, in weakly guarded strings they can occur in an arbitrary order and may be duplicated and also eliminated. Then we define another Kleene algebra with tests, denoted W Σ,B , consisting of certain regular sets of weakly guarded strings. We show that KAT is still deductively complete with respect to this refined model W Σ,B as well as G Σ,B , but that the class W Σ,B is definable by a set of identities, unlike G Σ,B . There is a term interpretation p → W (p) that assigns effectively to each term p a regular set W (p) ∈ W Σ,B of weakly guarded strings. This term interpretation W provides an effective reduction of the term reducibility problem KAT ∃q ∈ P.(p = q) to the membership problem W (p) ∈ W (P), to which the pseudoidentity-based method is applicable.
